
NON-ARCHIMEDEAN UNIFORMITIES 

By A_ C_ M_ van Rooij 

Non-Archimedean uniformities were introduced by A_ F_ Monna in connection 

with normed vector spaces over non-Archimedean valued fields. Since then. they 

have drawn little attention. Recently. however. interest in functional analysis 
over such fields is awakening and it becomes apparent that more knowledge of 

non-Archimedean uniformities is needed. The same is true for zerodimensional 

topological spaces. They have lived an obscure existence. being considered as more 

or less pathological objects. Stone spaces are virtually the only kind of zero

dimensional spaces that have been studied. (An exception must be made for 

Banaschewski’ s paper [2]). But in functional analysis over non-Archimedean 

valued fields essentiaIly all topological spaces are zerodimensional. 

Thus it seems apPïopriate to delve deeper into the theory of non-Archimedean 

uniformities and zerodimensional topologies. The main purpose of this paper is to 

study the completion of a non-Archimedean uniform space. 

1. Non-Archimedean uniformities. 

We assume that the reader is familiar with the principles of the theory of 
uniform spaces ([3]. [7]). 

A partitz"on of a set X is a collection of disjoint non-empty subsets of X that 

covers X. For a partition V of X and xεX let V [x] be the element of V that 
contains x. Further. for any partition V put 

V(2) = U V [x] XV [x] 
.. x 

If V is a partition of X and ‘r is a topology in X such that every element of 

V is Y-open. then every element of V is .3• -closed. hence ‘.r.clopen (clopen= 

closed and open): we call V a Y -clopeχ partitz"on of X. If U is a uniformity on X. 
a U-u…~jornz partition of X is a partition which is also a U-uniform cover. A unifor

mity U is said to be non-Archiηzedean( [8]) if every U-uniform cover of X has a U

uniform refinement that is a partition. A collection φ of partitions of X generates 

U if the finite intersections of the sets V(2) (V ε φ) form a base for U. In this 

way every collection of partitions of X generates a non-Archimedean uniformity. 

Let U be a non-Archimedean uniformity in X. generated by a system φ of 

partitions of X. We denote by ‘.r (U) the topology in X induced by U. 
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The elements of Uφ form a subbase for Y(U). Every 'lé ε φ is ‘r(U)-clopen. U 
is a Hausdorff unifor월ity iff for aJl X.J ε X , x=/=y there exists a 'lé ε φ with 'lé [x) 

=/='lé [y). 

A topology ‘r in X is zerodimensional if the ‘r -clopen sets farm a base for 
‘r. Thus, the topology induced by a non‘ Archimedean uniformity is al.ways zero

dimensional. 

EXAWLE 1. 1.. As is well know'fl, a l'l1l6tric d on X 뱉f앙n녔nES æ Hausdorff 

uniformi:ty o:n X a base of whìeh is fO!πned by the sets: 

{(::c, y)은XXX: tlC~Y)흐π.-1}， (n=1 ,2','-)' 

This unìfonnìty ÌS" nou-Archimedean ìf cf satìsfies the sγ。ng triangl'ø t"ne-qualify 

d(::c, a)효max(d(x， y), d'(y, z))‘, (x, y , z 르X) 

i. e. ìf d is an ultraηtet??.c. 

A valzι'ltion on a fíeld K is a ftmction n:K• [0, ∞) such that for all x, y ε K , 
n(x) =0 iff x=O, 
n(x+y) 드n(x) +n(y) , 
n(xy) =n(x)n(y), 

Such a valuation induces a metric d on K: 

d(x,y)=n(x y) , (x， y ε K). 

One can prove the fol1owing ([1)). If n(2)> 1, then K is (isomorpruc. to) a subfield 

of the complexes and there exists.a 'C E{O, l) such thatι n.(;c)= I x I ~ for all x ε K. lf, 
on the other hand, n(2) ::;1, then for aU x, y εK 

n(x+ y) ::;max (n(x),. n(y)) 

80 that the induced metric is an ultrametric.. In the latter case we call the 

valuation non-Arclz쩌zedean. 

EXAMPLE 1. 2.. Let G be a locally compact zerodimensiona1 group. For 따ly 

open subgroup H of G let 'lé II be the p.artition of G by thec left cosets of H. 
These partitions generate a. non-Archimedean uniformity U on G. By a theorem 

of Pontryagin ( [6) , (7.5)) e:very neighborhood of the. neutral. element of G contains 

an open subgroup of G. It foHow:s, that our U is just the ordinary left uniformity 

of tbe group G. ([3) , [7)). 

EXAMPLE 1. 3. Let ‘r be a zerodìmensional topology in X. The collection of 
all ‘r-clopen partitibns generates a non-Archimedean unifòrmity, the ∞-u1Ziformity. 

It is the strongest non-Archimedean uniformity that is compatible with the given 

topology ‘r. (This ∞-uniformity is the uniformity considered by A. F. Monna [8) ). 
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EXAMPLE 1. 4. Lat ‘r. be; a zerodimensional wpolog.y in X. For any infínite

cardinal number ~ the clopen partitioD5; ot X tha,t. C;;QI.1.$í~t of few~r than ~ 

el~m용l)，ts g~nerate a non-Archimede.an uniformity U 1\' It i~ compatible wiJh the 

topology Y. The weakest of these uniformities is U". which is precompact. 딘 
“。

~>때.r;d;(X). U 1\ is. the ∞-uniformity. 

TllEOREM 1. 5. 1.1 diηz .,r=0. th.e μχ까orη#ty UI\ 

(S~r;l [10]). 

in X is jμst the. e，-μX짜ormity， 

PROOF. We adopt the termi.n이ogy of [9] and [10]. Le,t qim X=O.. We ha,ve to 

prove that any countable nQrmal cover '21 of X has a refinement that is a counta

ble clopen partition of X. By the observations made by Shirota in the beginning 

of [10] there exists a countable normal cover r such that r LlLl <V. Then %7'= 떠tV 

:Vεr} is a countable oj:en cover. and ;P;~<5Ø'"‘ι.ð <'7 LILI <'21. Let. W 1. W z • •• -

the element-s of W. For each i we have clo WjcS(W j• r). so that we can 

choose a cloj:en Y , with clo WjcYjcS(W,.W) (remember that dim X=O). 

Finally, let Zl=Y,-(YlU---UYt-l). Then the non-empty Z, form a countable 

cl맹en. partition of X that refines V. 

EXAMPLE 1. 6. Let X be a set and let (<Xj• Uj> )j f 1 be a family of non

Archimedean uniform spaces. For each i let 껴 :X• X j • Then the weakest uniformity 

on X that makes every 죄 uniformly continuous is non-Archimedean. 

SijeciéÙ. cases. If (<Xi• Ui> )jU is a family of non.-Aτchime4ean uniform spaces. 

the pI:oduct uniformity Upj on UjXi is non-Archimedean. If <X. U> is a non

Alichimedean uniform sJlace and if YζX. the relativization of U to Y is non

Archimedean. 

~， CornpIetion. 

The following lemma is. easy to prove. 

ll,EMMA 2. 1. Let <X; U) be a uniform space. Let Æ be an index set: for each 

λ ε A let i ì. be a uniformly continuous mapPz"ng. of (X, U) into a CC1ì:껴lete }f,‘'ausdorff 

μnzjorm space (Y ì.. Uλ). Assμηze that U is the zιeakest μnzjormz'ty on X ‘ that ηzakes 

all the i}.. μmjormly continuoμs. 1n Y=Uì..Yλ we take the product uniformity and 

the. cor.re.spondi.ng topology (which is the product of the tOþologie$ we have. in tM
Y}..). De)딩~'ne i:X• Y by 

i(x) ì.=서(x). (XEX;λ ε A). 
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Let X =clo z.CX) and let Ü be the μmjormz"ty z"ndμced z.n X by the uniformity of Y. 

Th(m (X, U) Z"S the Haμsdorff coηzþletz"on of (X , U). 

Without proving this lemma we shall apply it to our non-Archimedean 

uniformities. 

Let U be a non-Archimedean uniformity on a set X generated by a collection φ 

'of partitions of X. We consider each v ε φ as a uniform space, its uniformity 

being generated by the partition consistìng of all one-element subsets of v. We 

.endow IIφ=II V with the product uniformity: the induced topology is just the 
“‘p 

:product topology. There is a natural map z": X • JI φ defined by 

z"Cx)v=v [xJ , Cx E X;V E φ) 

Let X =clJ z.CX) and let it be the reìativized uniformity cn X. Then we find 

from the above lemma: 

THEOREM 2. 2. (X, Ü) Z"S the H aκsdorff COI째letz"on of (X , U). ln partz"cular, 

the Húusdorff completz"on of a non-Archz"ηzedean μmjorm space z.s again non-Arch

imedean. 

COROLLARY 2.3. Let X be a zerodz"mensional Hausdorff space and ~ an 

ùzfinite cardillal 12μmber. T Jze μnzjormity UI\ of X is complete iff X is Jzoηzeom-

01'센';ic to a closed sμbset of some product JI Dλ， zνhere each Dì.. is a discrete tOþolo
λ ， A 

gzcα1 sþace u;itJz card D ι 8 

PROOF. The “ only if" is guaranteed by the preceding lemma. CLet φ be the 

<:ollection of all clopen partitions of X that have cardinality <~). Conversely, 

let CDλ) ì.. f ;l be a f amily of discrete spaces, card Dλ<~ for each λ， and let X be 

a closed subspace of II ì..Dì... Fcr each μ ε A let Uμ be the uniformity Ux in Dμ 

CWhich is also the ∞-uniformity) and let f fJ. be the restriction to X of the 

natural surjecticn J[λDi.→Dμ. If U is the weakest uniformity on X that makes all 

the /，μ uniformly continuous, then U is complete. But this U is weaker than the 

uniformity Ux of X , and both uniformitles induce the same topo1ogy in x. Fence, 

the uniformity U§ of X is aIso complete. 

COROLLARY 2.4. Let X be a zerodimensional space whose topology is Haμs

dorff. The μniformzïy U 1\ of X is comp!ete z"ff X Z"S compact. T he μnzjormity 

U* of X ts c0%φlete zjf X Z"S homeomorphz"c to a closed subspace of a power of the 

sþace of all ùztegers. lf dim X =0, u., z"s comp!ete zjf X z"s a Q-space C [4], [10]). 
1\ 1 
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The ∞-unilormity 01 X is comþlete ill X is homeomorþhic to a closed subset 01 cl 

þrodμct 01 dz.screte sþaces. (In the terminology of [5]: iff X is C-compact. 

where C is the cIass of al1 discrete spaces). 

For a zerodimensional space X let 1; X be the topological space associated with 

the Hausdorff completion of the uniform space (X. U"). This 1; X is a compact 
x o 

zerodimensional Hausdorff space and there exists a natural continuous map 1; of 

X onto a dense subset of' X. If X , Y are zerodimensional spaces, every con

tinuous I:X• Y is a uniformly continuous map of (X. U .. ) into (Y, U .. ). 

Therefore: 
o - 0 

COROLLARY 2.5. Let X. Y be zerodimensional sþaces and let I:X• Y be coη

tinuoμs. Then there exists a unique contz"nαoμs 1;/:1; X • 1; Y sμch that the followiηg 

diagram is commμtatz"νe. 

X 
f 

~Y 

1; X 
1;1 

얻Y 

11, in addition. Y z.s comþact and Hausdorlf, then 1; Y =y, and the dz.ag1’aηz 

X\\f 
\、‘iY /" 

1;X/I 
z.s commutatz"νe. 

Apparently. 1;X is a zerodimensional analog of the Stone-Cech compactification 

of X. We call 1; X the BanascJzeμIski comþactzfz"cation of X (see [2]). 1; X is the 

Stone space of the boolean ring of a l1 cIopen subsets of X. , X is homeomorphic 

to the Stone-Cech compactification iff dimX = O. 

3. Homomorphism spaces. 

In this section πe demonstrate a very different method of constructing the 

completion of (X, U). 

Let X , Y be topological spaces, F a set of continuous functions X • Y. A 

function ω :F-→Yisaho끼omorþJu"sm if for every positive integer n and 11. …，자 ε F. 

(ω(11) •... , ω(fg))ε cIo {(죄 (x) ， ….J,,(:x)) : x ε X} 

the latter set being considered as a subset of Yη. 

For instance, let * be a continuous operation YXY• Y. For 1. g ε F define I* s;;: 

X • Y by the formula (f휴g) (x) = I(x)*g(x). If ω :F→Y is a homomorphism and 

if 1, g ε F are such that !*g ε F , then ω(간g)=ω(f)*ω (g). For the proof of this 
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s,tatement. take n,::::::3; f1 =;:f..t2=g. f3= f휴g.， and observe that {(Y. z.y*z) : y. z ε n 
is a closed subset of y 3• 

If y E Y we use the symboI y aIso to indicate the constant function X • Y whose

value is y. lf Y is Hausdorff and if F contains the constants. then ω(y)=y for 

every homomorphism w: F• Y. 
Each a ε Xd맺ings a hQIpomOrphism a* :F• Y-by 

q%(f) 든f(a) (f ER) 

a% lS Fallgd th@‘ eνqlxatt0% at a. 

THEOREM 3.1. Let (X. U) and (Y. V) be non-Archimedea1Z μniform spaces: 

as~ume V to be Ha~sdqrff. L.e.t F bç the sR,!. of all μniformly contiκμQ째; f'lf!l껴4otS 

X• Y. Tlze follo따n.l{ co쩌z·tt0%S M ω : F•l.'" qre ~q，uiv，alqnt. 

(i) ω is a Jzomomorphism. 

(ii) For every fε F. ω(f)E clo f(X). If f. g. h ε F and if for every x ε X 

eitker f(x)=g(x) or f(x)=h(x). then either ω(f)=ω(g) or w(η=ω(h). 

(iii) ω is a limit of eνalμaiz"ons at poi쩌S of X, 
ω ε clo {a*: a ε X} 

in the product topology of y F. 

z. e. 

PROOF. The implications (iii)=(i)= (ii) 원e easy. (For (1)=(ii). observe that 

{(y.y.z): y.z ε Y}U{(y.z.y):y.z ε Y} is closed. It remains to prove (ii)=(iii). 

To do this. we need a lemma. 

LEMMA 3.2. Let (X. U). (Y. V). 

Y contains more than one element. 

F be as in Theorem (3. 1) and assuηze that 

Let ω:F→Y satisfy (ii) of Theorem (3. 1). 

Let 7r be thebooleanalgebra {U:UcX; {U.X-U} is aU-umformpartitionofX}. 

and pμt 'JFν= {U E '7r :zf f. g 든 F and f=g on U. then ω(f)=ω(g)}. Then 'JF'‘ω z-s 

μltrafz1ter in '7r. and ω(f)ε clo f(U)for all fε FUεyω· 

PROOF. To prove that '7r띠 is an ultrafilter we have to show it has the folIowingι 

four properties. 

(α) øε%띠· 

(β) If U. V ε %ν. then UnV ε '7r띠· 

(r) If U E '7r and U contains an element of 'JF'놔(δ) If U 드 '7r. then either U E '7rω or X-U ε '7rω· 

Npw (α) is easy (consider the constant functions) and (r) is trivial. As to (ß)~ 

take f. g EF. f=g on unv. Define h by 
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h=::!f on U. 
=g on X-U. 

Then hEF and ω(f)=ω(h)=ω(g). Hence, UClV ε ~w; vve have pto~ed (r) ‘ 1 

FinaIIy, take U ε 찢， U 르 ~ w' There exist 11, i2 ε F such that iI == i2 on TJ but 

ω(f니#ω(f0. Take g1. g2 E F , g1 =g2 on X -U. Define h 딛 F by 

h=fl=f2 ön TJ. 

=81%g2 on X-TJ. 

Either w(h)낯ω(fl) or ω(h)~ω(J.，성: 찌ré m~γ assurne ω(h) :rI=띠(피). For i=l , 2, vve 

have for every X EX eíther h(x) 흐fI，(X) OY- h(x) ;;::;s gj(x): I.t fóI1d￦§ 얘à:t eìthet 

ω(h)=띠(ft) or ω(h) ;::ω(gj)‘ T he: fiM Péissrbility béing e~ëIüded *é obtain 

ω(g1) = ω(h) ='6J(g2)' This pr<W'~ (Õ): 56 '#'‘띠 ís an ultrafÌlter; 

Takef공 F , Ue 찢 ω. We km:oπ tJ ::;élþ .. 1l'ake a 특 U., De:fine g E르 F by 

l!=f 011 U, 
효l(a) on J{-"'U. 

Then ω(f)=ω(g) 르 cIo g(X)=cIo f(U). 

Novv vve can prove the implication (ii)=(iii) of Theorem (3. 1). 1et ω satisfy 

(ii). Take fν ---，자 ε F and for each i Iet Vj be a neighborhood of ω(껴). We 

have to prove 

n/i-1CVi) :rI= rþ 

There exists a finite V-uniform partition. V of Y such that r [ω(찌)] εVj for each. 

z'. For each i. fi -\r) = {찌一1(V):Ve γ} is a finite U -unifor:m partition of X: Iet 

V be a finite U-uniform partition of X that is a refinement of eaGh' I;-1(V). From 

the Iemma (obviously vve may assume Y to contain more than only one element) 

it fönows easily that V contafns a ()'르찢ω. For each z', ω(f;)ξ cIo 좌(U)， so 죄(u) 

n :Y [ω(fi)] =l= rþ. But by the definition of r , li(U) is contained in an element of γ. 

Therefore UCfi -1CV씨. The observation U :rI=ø completes the proof. 

As a corolIary vve have the follovving theorem. 

THEOREM 3.3. Let X , Y be zerodinzensional Hausdorfl spaces; assμme 

contaz'ns more than one element. Let F be the set 01 all contim:ozes ηzaps 

The lollozvz'ng condz'tions on X and Y are equivalent. 

(i) Every !zomomorphisηz p'-• Y. z's an evalμation at a point 0/ X~ 

that Y 

X• Y. 

(Ïi) X z's homeomorPhic to a closed subspace 01 sonze power 01 Y. (See [5]). 

RROOF. We endow Xι anìÌc Y with‘ their- ∞-unifonnities (E'x<. 1. 3), Th:e'n; F‘ is 
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just the space of a l1 uniformly continuous maps X • Y. The map a[→감 is easily 

seen to be a homeomophism of X into yF.The implication (i)=(ii) follows 

directly from 1. 1. 

To prove (ii)=(i), let N be an index set and let X be a closed subspace of yN. 

For each n '---- ." let 장 be the mapx[• x(n) (x ε X); then 강 ε F. As XcyN is closed, 

{(x, x*); x ε X} is a closed subset of yNXyF. There is a map φ:yF→yNyF with 

[φ(ω)] (n) =ω(킨)， (n ε N) 
[φ(ω)] (f) =ω(f)， (fε F). 

As this φ is continuous, {x*: x ε X}=φ-l({(X， X*): x ε X}) is a closed subset of 

yF. It fo l1ows from 3. 1 that every homomorphism F-• Y is an x'*. 

Closely related to this corollary is the main theorem of this section. 

THEOREM 3.4. Let (X , U> , (y , V> be non-Archimedean μnzjorm spaces: assume 

(y , V> to be Haιsdorff and comp!ete. Let F be the set of all μnzjormly continuoμs 

fzmctions X • Y and assμme that U is the weakest uniformity on X that makes every 

element of F μnzjorηzly conti1Zuoμs. Then (X, U> z's comp!ete zjf every homomorphism 

E • y z's an elaluatz'on. 

Let X* be the set of all hoηzomorphisms F • Y , provided wzïh the unzjormity U* 

z'nherited from the prodμct unzjorηzzïy of yF. Then (X*, U*> is the Hausdorff 

conψletion of (X , U>. 

PROOF. For the second assertion of the theorem, apply 2. 1, taking A=F, 
Yf=Y' Vf=V , if=f (fε F). The first part follows from the second. 

The fo l1owing is a useful generalization of the' above theorems. We leave the 

proof to the reader. 

THEOREM 3.5. Let (X, U> , (y , V> be non-Archimedean μniform spaces. Let !J(J 

be a coveη:'ng of Y by closed sets sμch that the μnion of any tzνo eleηzents of !J(J z's 

contai1Zed in an eleηzeχt of !J(J. Let F $ be the set of all those μnzjormly contimwαs 

maps X • Y whose ranges are contained in elements of $. The conclusions of 3.1 

and 3. 4 remain vaUd :j μle rep!ace F by F !fJ. 

One can prove a similar variant of 3.3. Instead of “ X is homeomorphic to a 

closed subspace of some power of Y" one now obtains “ X is homeomorphic to a 

closed subspace of a product of elements of $", i. e. “X ε K $" in the notation of 

[5]. 

COROLLARY 3.6. Let X , Y be zerodimensional Hausdorff spaces: aSSU1JlC that 
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Y contains mo1'e than one element. Let F be tlze collectz"on of all cont쩌μous maps 

X • Y whose ranges haνe compact closu1'e. Then the space of all homomo1'phisms 

F • Y (μχder the p1'odμct topology) z.s the Banaschewskz" compactzfz.cation of X. 

By our definition a homomorphism F • Y has to commute with every continuous 

operation in Y. From the fol1owing examples we shalI see that this condition may 

be relaxed considerably. 

THEOREM 3.7. Let X be a topologz'cal space. Let K be ezïhe1' a ze1'odz'mensioηal 

fz"eld 01' the (disc1'ete) space Z of all intege1's or the (disc1'ete) space N of all 

positi’ ve intege1's. Let F be the set of all contz"nuous maps X • K. Then a junction 

ω:F→K is a homomo1'Phism zff 띠(fg)=ω(f)ω(g) ， ω(f十g)=ω(f) 十ω(g) ， ω (a) 

=a fo1' all f , g ε F and a ε K. 

PROOF. We only have to prove the “ if" • Assume ω(fg)=띠(f)ω(g) ， ω(f+ 

g)=ω(f)+띠(g) ， ω(a) =a for a l1 f , g , a: we prove that ω satisfies condition 
Cii) of (3.1). Let f , g , h f F be so that for al1 x ε X either f(x)=g(x) or f(x) 

=h(x). Define j:X• X by 
j=h on {x ε X: f(x)=g(x)}. 

=g on {x ε X: f(x)=h(x)}. 

Then jεF， f+j=g+h , 저=gh. Hence, ω(f)+ω(j)=w(g)+ω(h) and ω(f)ω(j) 

=w(g)ω(h). Therefore, ω(f)=ω(g) or ω(f)=ω(h). 

Now take fε F and assume ω(f) 르 clo f(X). Observe that ω(ag) =ω(a)띠(g) 

=aw(g) for all g ε F and a E K. In case K is a field, choose g= [f-ω(f)] -1. 

Theng ε F andfg=ω(f)g十 1， hence ω(f)ω(g)=ω(f)ω(g) + 1: contradiction. If 

K=N , put g= [f-띠(f)] 2. Then g ε F and g=f2-2ω(f)f+ω(1) 2. Thus, ω(g) 

=띠(f)2-2ω(f)2+ω(f)2=O 르 K: contradiction. Final1y, if K=Z, put g= [f 

-띠(f)]2_ 1. Theng ε F, ω(g)=-1 ， andg늘O •. As is well known from elementary 

number theory, every non'negative integer is a sum of four squares of integers. 

It follows that there exist gl' g2' g3, g4 ε F such that g=gl2十… +gl. Then -1 

=ω(g)=ω(gli十…十ω(g4)2: contradiction. 

NOTE. In case Kc(- ∞， ∞) or K is a field with a non-Archimedean valuation 

the same reasoning applies if we let F be the col1ection of all boμnded continuous 

functions X• K. 

THEOREM 3.8. Let X be a topological space, C a totally o1'de1'ed set that is 

le1'odime1Zsional z"1z z.ts order topology, and F the set of all contz"1zuous maps (01' all 
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bozmdedconUfl1lOUS maps) 'X. ..C. T-henw:흰‘→C iS'al'fwmOmot'phism ilFit:is 'a1lattice 

ho깨'lO'J'JZ01양/l，ÞBm (f짧 w(a)=a f Gr alla ε C. 

PROOF. Again we on1y prove the “ if". Let ω:‘F→C be a 1attice homomorphism 

、such ， t-hat ω@강a(a:6Q).' (]f파e ‘ proof of^the ~f~!1;t ‘ that.ω c:sati$f핑s ，t파e ~seC()tld 'ha1f 

0Î 'cønditiøn I (ii) j in ‘(iJ. 1l) iÏs‘ quite ，analQg해s t-o j therfit:St "part ，'ófγthe proófof γthe 

preceding theorem; 80 we are done if ω(f) ε clof(X) for 빼L혔르E. AAssu따eω딴양든 

,c1o . fU() ,fQr ，c~rtij.i.n JξF. τb，~re ‘e:4ist tI • .b~C ‘ such ‘ that a<ω(f)<b w.hilefor 

every xε :([ .eith~r ..tCx용a ‘ Qr !(x)>. l;. .For LeVJ;!'y . xJξ=.X :either .J!(x):r-: !(x)^ι 

(fl \ a) (x) pr .. f(x}=、앉\껴)‘(;). 、답.ellc.e， "either ‘ Q씨f}=:;:::.ωct.λa );;::::ω(D^a=콘(J , or 

ω(f) =μJÇ!νb)듀따çf.‘)\1.. à 'f7;.b, : CQJ1,tI:a4i<;tion. 
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